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ABSTRACT

Since its discovery by Dunoyer in 1911 and its early exploitation

beginning in 1919 in Stern'.s Laboratory, the molecular beam technique, used

in deflection and scattering experiments, has been a rich source of information

about the structure and properties of atoms and molecules. The most important

of the oven beam studies, summarized by Ramsey' ', were directed towards

verifying the fundamental postulates of kinetic theory (Maxwell-Boltzmann law)

and quantum theory (spatial quantization of angular momentum, de Broglie

wavelength of neutral particles...). The beam molecules, moving collision

free in a high vacuum without the effects of wall collisions, may be deflected

by various kinds of fields, directed at various kinds of targets (surfaces,

intersecting beams of electrons, ions, photons or other molecules), analyzed

optically from spectra obtained with no collision or Doppler broadening, etc.

Thus, in these respects, a molecular beam may almost be considered as a fourth

state of matter. Nevertheless, classical effusive beam experiments have always

been plagued and inhibited by limitations in intensity and.energy. Due to

the development of nozzle beam methods, it is now possible to achieve higher

intensities, narrower velocity distributions,and intermediate energies (from

0.5 to about 40 eV),all of which are of extreme interest in chemical reactions

and many other collision processes. Furthermore, the present state-of-art of

supersonic molecular beam technology offers new, interesting possibilities

which will be summarized in this review lecture, emphasizing the research

that has occurred in the most recent years. A number of excellent summaries

and reviews^ ' are already available for the period 1964 - 1974.

The description of the nozzle beam techniques cannot be separated

from free .jet behavior, since the properties of the jet are "skimmed"and

reflected directly in the properties of the molecular beam produced. The
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disturbance due to the invasion of the free jet by background molecules' '

is diminished either by decreasing P,, the pressure in the expansion

chamber, or by increasing the nozzle stagnation pressure PQ, i.e. the

density within the jet, even when, in the latter case, P^ is simultaneously

increasing. The first solution has been chosen by nearly all the nozzle beam

investigators using large diffusion pumps or cryopumps, usually working in

the range of 10 to 10 Torr, to attenuate the background disturbance

occurring in the nozzle chamber of KANTROWITZ-GREY generators. However, it

has been shown' ' that the second solution appears to be the most efficient

way to eliminate the invasion effect. This has been proven by introducing

outside of the shock barrel a gas different from the expanding gas and

analysing the mixture passing through the skimmer. Such experiments easily

enable one to define experimental conditions where the background invasion

becomes negligible within the streamtube located upstream of the Mach disk

and subtended by the skimmer orifice. In other words, the extracted core portion

of the free jet is then a real "zone of silence" unaffected by the background

gas which surrounds the free jet shock wave structure, and equivalent to the

centerline of a free jet expanding into a perfect vacuum. Furthermore, the

very large values acceptable for P D ( D * = nozzle diameter) allow one

to produce very high terminal Mach numbers, enhanced by quantum effects at
(41

least in helium free jetsv , even with pumps of modest size due to the
-4

relatively high pressure P, used (for instance 0.25 Torr instead of 10 Torr

with the conventional method). In spite of such a relatively high pressure

environment, actual skimming is possible within the shock barrel, thanks to

the overexpansion occurring in the vicinity of the Mach disk. Nevertheless,

it should be emphasized that the nozzle-skimmer system, operating in these

conditions, must be carefully optimized in order to minimize the skimmer jet

interaction,and to obtain the extremely high performance recently achieved

at Saclay^5) :

- beam intensities without condensation :

1 Q ? n - 1 - 1
10 1 3 to 10cu mol.ster xs for argon,

?fl ?i -i -i
10tu to 10£1 mol.ster xs for light gases (He, H,),

depending on the stagnation temperature T

- energy range for pure gas beams or seeded beams :
_2

10 to about 40 eV, by using a 80-300 K cooled nozzle or

a 50 bar - 30DOK heated nozzle
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- velocity spreads as low as 0.5 % for He, corresponding to

speed ratios S = 340 or temperatures T;/ =6.5 X 10~3K

In the nozzle beam technique, based on the possibility of actual

skimming in a zone of silence of a free jet, there are limitations due to

clustering phenomena. Since the onset of condensation is linked only to

stagnation conditions (PQ, T Q, D * and nozzle geometry), these limitations

are independent of P^ and, consequently, are the same as at low background

pressure (Pj - 10" Torr). In all the cases, a heated nozzle (by means of

Joule effect, shock tube or electric arc) is very efficient in delaying the

onset of condensation and allows the use of high pressure environments leading

to the best results. The two possibilities for producing nozzle beams will be

compared in this review by considering beam design, operation and performance.

They must be regarded as complementary methods, the best choice depending on

the gas or vapor used and on the chosen or possible stagnation conditions which

may be imposed (for instance with alkalis, halogens or heavy polyatomic mole-

cules).

The generation of condensed molecular beams, is also of great

interest, primarily for the knowledge of the basic condensation phenomena,

the structure and properties of van der Waals molecules (new candidates in

laser technology and laser isotope separation), the injection into nuclear

fusion devices (large clusters), the production of monocrystalline epitaxial

layers, etc. The cluster beams are produced more easily with the high pressure

environment system. The physics of cl isters is the subject of a lecture presen-

ted by Dr. Farges.

Among the other interesting properties attainable in free jets and

nozzle beams, it is worth mentioning :

- the angular momentum alignment observed for diatomic molecules

(Na^, Io) by using the technique of laser induced fluorescence,

- the nonequilibrium between the translational, rotational and

vibrational degrees of freedom of diatomic and polyatomic molecules, resulting

from relaxation time effects in the expanding jets and leading to a large

variety of non-Boltzmann internal state distributions.

Because vibrational freezing usually occurs in the early stage of

the expansion, heated nozzles can produce .jets and beams with vibrational

excited states, and even population inversions, as in the case of the gas

dynamic lasers. When using molecular beams in scattering experiments, it is

desirable to determine carefully the internal state level populations.
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On the other hand, such analyses can yield valuable data on relaxation
phenomena.

Since-the rotational relaxation times are much smaller than
the vibrational ones, low rotational temperatures are attainable even for
heavy and complicated polyatomic molecules. The best results in supercooling
are achieved in helium free jets overexpanded in a zone of silence produced
in relatively high pressure environments (following the principle discovered
at Saclay). Such helium free jets, allowing the exploitation of quantum
effects^ K were recently used at the University of Chicago^ ^ to obtain in
the gas phase without condensation, ultracold polyatomic molecules (N02, Ioi
tetrazine) observed by laser induced fluorescence. Mainly because of the
substantial reduction of the rotational structure (0.5 K < T < 0.8 K), this
new method.called "molecuiar-jet-spectroscopy", allows a remarkable simplifi-
cation of the absorption spectra of complicated molecules. Furthermore, the
great selectivity of excitation attainable by this, technique, may augment the
potential of laser methods in isotope separation. The optical spectroscopy of
ultracold molecules is the subject of a review lecture presented by Pr. Wharton.

In conclusion, the free jets and nozzle beams now, more than ever,
may be considered as a fourth state of matter, allowing an extreme simplifica-
tion in experimental research.
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